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II. E XPERIMENT S ETUP

Abstract—Actively interfering wireless communication (also
called jamming) to prevent a potential receiver to decode
particular frames has recently attracted much interest in the
research community. Reactive jammers extend this concept to
allow on-demand selection whether to jam specific frames based
on information included in the headers of those particular frames.
Recently, several approaches were presented to allow reactive
jamming by using commodity hardware, however, with certain
limitations, e.g., a minimum necessary frame length. We go one
step beyond and, to the best of our knowledge, present a first
study on the feasibility of jamming even IEEE 802.11 control
frames, such as unicast Acknowledgments (ACKs) following a
reactive jamming approach. Our system has been implemented
on commodity hardware. We further present analytical timing
insights into the possibility of jamming control frames as well as
regular data frames.
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To evaluate the feasibility of jamming WLAN ACKs, we take
advantage of the system proposed by Vanhoef and Piessens [2],
which presents driver and firmware enhancements for ath9kbased WLAN chipsets to allow jamming of IEEE 802.11 frames.
One of the operating principles of the system presented in [2]
is that the jamming device (usually a WLAN USB dongle)
only decodes the first few bytes of an incoming frame and
immediately schedules a jam frame to cause interference.
We extend this system to precisely control the time at
which this particular jam frame is transmitted in order to
allow generating interference even for control frames such as
ACKs of unicast data transmissions as outlined in Figure 1.
Such precise time control is beneficial to evaluate, e.g., the
impact of lost ACKs on the networking performance [6] or the
I. I NTRODUCTION
impact of OFDM interference on IEEE 802.11p [7].
Actively interfering wireless communication, also called
According to our observations, this process is tied to strict
jamming, got much attention in the research community timing constraints consisting of (a) tdetect , the time of decoding
recently [1]–[5]. Although many approaches to jam of wireless the first bytes of a frame to decide whether to jam that particular
signals require specialized hardware, e.g., Software Defined Ra- frame, and (b) tinit , the time it takes to start transmitting the jam
dios (SDRs) [5], prototypes based on commodity hardware [2], frame. Naturally, there exists a lower bound of the frame length,
[3] or even smartphones [4] have been shown feasible. Besides which one is able to jam limited by tdetect + tinit . For simplicity,
harmful usage of jammers to prevent a potential receiver from in our evaluations, we only focus on the sum tdetect + tinit and
decoding wireless communication, jamming can also be useful check the first bytes of the IEEE 802.11 frame control field
for beneficial networking aspects. A good example is Friendly to match a frame to be jammed. We measure the combined
Jamming [3], where a jammer interferes communication of a delay upon which our jam frame starts being transmitted. This
potential attacker in the network such that receivers cannot will serve as input for our analytical model to calculate the
be negatively influenced by the attacker. An extension to additional required waiting time to successfully jam unicast
raw jamming of all wireless communication are reactive (or ACKs for different data rates and frame lengths.
selective) jammers [2]. These types of jammers can decide
For our evaluations, we used a pair of PC Engines APU2
on-demand and while a frame is being transmitted whether to devices each outfitted with a Mikrotik R11e-5HnD wireless card
interfere that particular frame based on information included in employing a AR9582 wireless chip. We configured the devices
the frame. Applications include blocking of particular WLAN in IEEE 802.11 WLAN OCB mode on 5.89 GHz running
networks (see DA/FCC: DA-14-1444), blocking individual
transmissions [1], and even delaying network access for many
1.0
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users in vehicular networks [6].
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by measuring the reaction time for different configurations.
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Consequently we provide an analytical feasibility study on the
(a) normal WLAN communication (b) jamming the acknowledgment
minimum frame size and Modulation and Coding Schemes
(MCSs) for reactive jamming of regular IEEE 802.11 WLAN Figure 1. Relative signal powers of a unicast data transmission measured on
an SDR: Data frame and acknowledgment.
data frames and unicast Acknowledgment (ACK) frames.

MCS
data rate
NDBPS
Tjam-delay

BPSK-1/2
6 Mbit/s
24
141 µs

BPSK-3/4
9 Mbit/s
36
108 µs

QPSK-1/2
12 Mbit/s
48
90 µs

QPSK-3/4
18 Mbit/s
72
73 µs

16-QAM-1/2
24 Mbit/s
96
63 µs

16-QAM-3/4
36 Mbit/s
144
56 µs

64-QAM-1/2
48 Mbit/s
192
51 µs

64-QAM-3/4
54 Mbit/s
216
50 µs

iperf 2 to exchange unicast UDP traffic. Using an SDR, we
measure the time Tjam-delay (NDBPS ) = tdetect (NDBPS ) + tinit for
different MCSs for a Panasonic N5HBZ0000055 USB WLAN
adapter and report the observed values in Table I, where NDBPS
denotes the number of bits transmitted per symbol.
III. A NALYTICAL E VALUATION
According to the P LME -T X T IME.confirm primitive outlined
in the IEEE 802.11 standard [8], the time it takes to transmit a
frame of length l bit is derived as


16 + l + 6
ttx (l) = Tpreamble + Tsignal + Tsym ×
. (1)
NDBPS
Specifically, we use parameters based on a 20 MHz bandwidth,
that is Tpreamble = 16 µs, Tsignal = 4 µs, and Tsym = 4 µs.
After each IEEE 802.11 unicast transmission, a sender
expects an ACK being transmitted by the receiver after a
tSIFS , which corresponds to 16 µs in our configuration. Given
an ACK length of LACK = 112 bit and an arbitrary length
LDATA of the unicast frame, we are able to derive a lower and
upper bound of waiting time for a jam frame in order to only
interfere with the ACK frame as
tjam-lower = ttx (LDATA ) + tSIFS − Tjam-delay (NDBPS )
tjam-upper = ttx (LDATA ) + tSIFS + ttx (LACK ) − Tjam-delay (NDBPS )


tjam-wait = tjam-lower , tjam-upper .
(2)
This way we can study the feasibility of jamming ACK
frames for different payload lengths and MCSs as outlined in
Figure 2. Naturally, whenever the property tjam-upper < 0 holds,
it is infeasible to jam the ACK as Tjam-delay already exceeds
the duration of the whole transmission and ACK phase.
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Table I
M EASURED DELAYS BETWEEN DETECTING A WLAN FRAME AND
TRANSMITTING A JAM FRAME .
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Figure 2. Jamming unicast ACKs for different payload sizes and data rates.
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Figure 3. Jamming DATA frames for different payload sizes and data rates.

In Figure 2, we see that for almost all configurations it is
possible to jam unicast ACKs. Only for very robust MCSs and
small frame sizes the delay Tjam-delay (NDBPS ) is too large to
transmit an interference frame in time.
Similarly, we can derive the waiting time to not jam the
ACK but the unicast frame as
tjam-wait-data = ttx (LDATA ) − Tjam-delay (NDBPS ),

(3)

for which we show in Figure 3 the results for different MCSs
and payload sizes.
To interfere very small data frames is more challenging in
terms of timing constraints since the additional times tSIFS and
ttx (LACK ) cannot be taken into account. Still, for larger frame
sizes and higher MCSs the data frames still can be jammed.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the feasibility of jamming WLAN
data frames and, as a novel aspect, control frames such as
unicast ACKs with commodity WLAN hardware. We also
provide an analytical analysis of timing calculations to allow
precise calculation of when to transmit an interference frame.
Our results show that we are able to jam WLAN ACKs for
almost all unicast frame length configurations.
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